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The occurrence and development of creeping landslides lead to a gradual

destruction of the affected environment; therefore, research into creeping

landslide stability trends based on the monitoring of landslide data is of

considerable practical value. We investigated the Jinpingzi landslide area II

using strength subtraction to analyze the relationship between stress and strain

at important points and the stability of the landslide. The results confirm the

relationship between the internal failure pattern, safety factor, and key point

displacement of creeping landslides. Furthermore, the results confirm the

change rules of displacement, in addition to changes in the safety factor. By

combining the surface displacementmonitoring data of Jinpingzi landslide area

II, its stability trend was analyzed based on the established relationship model

between deformation displacement and internal failure characteristics of

creeping landslides. The results demonstrate that the Jinpingzi landslide area

II is in a stable damage deformation. The sliding surface formed in the landslide

and the results obtained using the model of the Jinpingzi landslide area II are

consistent with the actual situation determined by analysis in the field and

exploring the geology.
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Introduction

Landslides are categorized as creeping, slow-speed, medium-speed, or high-speed

landslides based on their sliding speed. Among them, creeping landslides have wide

coverage, are large scale, and have an extended damage time. Generally, they undergo

a long process of development and evolution and exhibit physical characteristics that

can be monitored and recorded, such as surface displacement, deep displacement,

internal stress, and rock and soil pressure (Ye, 2016). Therefore, it is of considerable

importance to scientifically guide disaster prevention and mitigation activities by

continuously monitoring a landslide, analyzing accurate data, and studying in depth

the processes of landslide occurrence, development, and the resulting destruction, to

master the laws of landslide development and evolution.

Many researchers have proposed landslide prediction and forecasting methods with

landslide velocity and displacement as objective functions, among which landslide

displacement prediction is the most common (Chen and Duan-you, 2006; Dong et al.,

2007; Du et al., 2009; Li and Zhang, 2009;Ma, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2011). Miao et al.
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(2016) reported a prediction model of resurrection rate and surface

displacement to describe the intermittent resurrection process of old

slope bank landslides. Li et al. (2016) proposed a landslide

displacement prediction method called WA, along with an

extreme learning machine (ELM) and an online sequential (OS)-

ELM. Zhou et al. proposed a wavelet analysis-extreme learning

machine (WA-ELM) landslide displacement prediction model

based on chaotic time series (Zhou et al., 2015). Huang et al.

(2016) proposed a variable screening method based on SVR-

MIV. The variables screened by this method theoretically

conform to the analysis results of the corresponding landslide

deformation influence mechanism, as well as improving the

actual prediction accuracy of the landslide displacement (Huang

et al., 2016). Zhang et al. demonstrated that the prediction accuracy

of landslide displacement based on time series and a PSO-SVR

coupling model is significantly higher than that of BP neural

network and support vector machine (SVM) models optimized

using the network search method. This prediction method has a

good theoretical basis and performance prospects for landslide

displacement prediction applications (Zhang et al., 2015). Huang

et al. (2014) demonstrated that smooth prior analysis is suitable for

determining the slope range, which can be used as the initial search

range for parameter optimization of the SVM model of landslide

displacement prediction (Huang et al., 2014). Meng et al. used the

H-P filteringmethod to decompose the trend and period terms from

landslide displacement. They used the differential autoregressive

moving average model (ARIMA) to smooth the trend term and

calculate the displacement decomposition method for displacement

prediction. In addition to the prior analysis of the landslide

deformation mechanism, a more reasonable displacement

decomposition result can be obtained, and the prediction

accuracy of the landslide displacement can be improved (Meng

et al., 2016). Huang et al. (2015) established the parameter values for

SVM displacement decomposition prediction of typical reservoir

landslides and recommended the trend item prediction value. They

used the vector autoregressive (VAR) model to calculate the period

item prediction value. The addition of the trend and period item

prediction values yields the predicted value of the landslide

displacement (Huang et al., 2015). Lian et al. (2016) proposed

the ANNS prediction method and confirmed the effectiveness of

the method via three examples of landslides in the Three Gorges

region of China (Lian et al., 2016). Du et al. pointed out that the

slopes of sliding beds with distributed soft and hard rock strata

should be the focus of attention in risk identification for translational

landslides and established a new mechanical model that evaluates

the stability of creeping landslides (Du et al., 2020a; Du et al., 2020b;

Du et al., 2022). Simeoni et al. proposed an operative framework

based on redundancy and introduced coherence tests to validate the

obtained data and results (Simeoni et al., 2020).

In summary, four types of methods enable landslide disaster

prediction. The first method is the classical limit equilibrium

method, which cannot consider the long-term behavior of

stable rock and soil mass. Therefore, it is not always effective in

dealing with large and complex rock and soil mass landslides

(Crosta and Agliardi, 2003). The second method calculates the

safety factor (SF), plastic strain, and deformation displacement of

slope stability via the strength reduction method in numerical

simulations. However, its basic idea is similar to the traditional

limit equilibriummethod. The third method involves studying the

mechanism of slope instability via tests and mechanical analyses

and uses the results to predict landslide disasters (Qin et al., 2002).

However, because of the complexity of slope geometric conditions,

geological conditions, and the climatic environment, it is difficult

to apply the dynamic equation describing the landslide evolution

process and determine its parameters (Geller et al., 1997). The

fourth method is based on the observation and analysis of a large

quantity of test andmonitoring data, in addition to experience and

a statistical model to predict the landslide time (Federico et al.,

2012). For example, Saito predicted the slope failure time as per the

third stage (accelerated) creep and successfully predicted a

landslide on the Ooigawa railway line in Japan (Saito, 1969).

Landslide displacement prediction accurately forecasts

landslide displacement trends within a certain range.

However, because of the uniqueness and complexity of

landslides, there is currently no established stability stage

criterion method to predict displacement and deformation

characteristics for a particular type of a landslide.

This study proposes a method to determine the stability stage

of creeping landslides as per their displacement characteristics. For

this purpose, we establish the relationship between deformation

displacement and internal failure characteristics of creeping

landslides, as well as examining the surface deformation

characteristics and internal failure mechanism of creeping

landslides. The typical displacement–time curve of the landslide

was adopted as the theoretical basis, using the strength reduction

method; furthermore, a typical homogeneous landslide was used as

the research object to determine the theoretical model. The

research process included the theoretical model research,

experimental verification, and landslide case analysis. The

relationship between the deformation and instability

characteristics of the deformed landslide and internal failure

characteristics is examined, and a corresponding model is

established. A stability stage criterion method aimed for use

with creeping landslides is formed based on this relationship

model.

Internal damage analysis of a simple
landslide

To obtain the relationship between the slope displacement

and the SF, an imaginary homogeneous slope is considered as an

example for analysis. After establishing the model, the bottom

boundary of the slope is constrained by fixed constraints;

however, the left and right boundaries are horizontally

constrained. The Mohr–Coulomb model is used in the
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calculation, and its geometric model is illustrated in Figure 1. In

the figure, the soil density is ρ; the bulk modulus is K; the shear

modulus isG; the cohesion is c, the internal friction angle is ϕ; the

tensile strength is σt; and the dilatancy angle is Ψ.

Numerical calculation model

Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC3D) can

simulate the two-dimensional (2D) structural stress

characteristics and plastic flow analysis of soil, rock, and other

materials. By applying FLAC3D, the slope SF calculated via the

reduction analysis is 1.54. Figures 2A,B show the shear strain

incremental cloud and plastic zone figures, respectively.

To study the change in the displacement of simple landslides

and internal stress in the strength degradation process,

displacement monitoring must be set up, and a stress

observation point must be established on the slope. Five

displacement monitoring coefficients, ID1, ID2, ID3, ID4, and

ID5, were then selected from the top to the bottom of the landslide,

as shown in Figure 3A. The section to go through point (0, 5, 0)

and in parallel with the XY plane was selected, and subsequently

three stress monitoring coefficients, ID6, ID7, and ID8, were

selected from the top to the bottom of the section, as shown in

Figure 3B.

Analysis of the strength degradation
process

The relationship between the displacement and

development process of the plastic zone is obtained by

establishing a model analysis, as shown in Figures 4, 5. The

X-axis is the SF, and the Y-axis is the displacement, as shown

in Figure 4. There are two points marking a changing trend in

almost all displacement and safety coefficient curves. In this

study, the first turning point is defined as a and the second

turning point is defined as b. Consequently, the displacement

is divided into three stages: 1) when the SF > 1, the

displacement essentially does not change with the change

in SF, and the slope is zero; 2) when the safety factor

0.95 < SF < 1, the displacement slowly increases, and the

slope is no longer zero; 3) when the SF < 0.95, the

displacement increases sharply, indicating large-scale

sliding of the landslide, and measures to evacuate people

must be considered.

The shear strain cloud and plastic zone maps of the slope

during the reduction process are simultaneously recorded to

assist in the analysis of apparent displacements. To highlight the

changing characteristics of these maps during the occurrence and

development of the slope, the initial state, occurrence,

development to failure, and post-destruction maps of the

slope are compared and analyzed. Changes in stress and strain

can determine failure characteristics inside the slope. Figure 5

shows that with the continuous increase in the reduction factor

(i.e., with the gradual decrease of the SF), the cloud map of the

shear strain increment clearly shows the development trend of

the sliding surface in the slope body, and the sliding surface

develops from the toe of the slope and gradually extends upward

to the top of the slope, thus forming an arc-shaped sliding

surface. The plastic zone map shows that the first failure area

is located at the toe of the slope, after which the plastic zone

develops and gradually extends to the upper part of the landslide.

When the SF is 1.00, the plastic zone develops to the through

state. Subsequently, the sliding zone widens and increases along

the sliding surface in the slope body. The plastic zone of the

sliding body gradually increases, and eventually the sliding body

slides down along the through slide surface and becomes

unstable. When the reduction factor KS is 1.53, the SF is 1.00,

which is close to a in the above displacement–reduction factor

relationship diagram analysis. When the reduction factor KS is

1.59, the SF is 0.96, which is similar to b in the

displacement–reduction factor relationship analysis.

We observed the changing characteristics of the internal

principal stress of the slope during the strength reduction

process, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6A shows that the

tensile failure primarily occurs at the top of the slope, and

the compression shear failure occurs in the middle and toe of

the slope. Figure 6B shows that the slope shows compression

shear failure because the maximum principal stress value in

the slope is larger, and the maximum principal stress value at

the top of the slope is smaller. Furthermore, the minimum and

maximum principal stresses do not significantly change as the

SF decreases. The stress level inside the slope is primarily

attributed to gravity; because the weight of the slope remains

unchanged during the analysis, its stress does not significantly

FIGURE 1
Simplified landslide size diagram.
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change. Therefore, analyzing the stability of creeping

landslides by monitoring stress changes is not an

appropriate solution.

Regular summary

Using the strength reduction method with the increase or

decrease in the reduction of SFs, we analyzed the

characteristics of the slope surface deformation and

displacement, internal shear strain increment cloud map,

internal plastic zone map, and internal maximum and

minimum principal stress variation. Combining all these

analyses, the following conclusions were obtained:

(1) There is a clear correspondence between the slope SF and

slope surface displacement. The reduction

factor–displacement curve undergoes a sudden change

when the SF is a and b, respectively, and after each

sudden change, the displacement increases at different

rates.

(2) The internal failure characteristics shown by the internal

shear strain increment cloud map and plastic zone map of

the slope show the reasons behind the sudden change in

the slope displacement–reduction coefficient curve at a

and b.

(3) The minimum and maximum principal stresses on the

sliding surface inside the slope fail to demonstrate evident

changes with the slope failure, indicating that monitoring

creeping landslides by monitoring stress changes does not

yield results that are as clear as those obtained by

displacement monitoring.

Based on these conclusions, this study establishes a

relationship model between deformation displacement and

the internal failure characteristics of creeping landslides based

on the analysis of slope surface displacement characteristics,

as shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 3
Monitoring point arrangement plan. (A) Displacement monitoring points (B) Stress monitoring points.

FIGURE 2
(A) Shear strain incremental cloud figure and (B) plastic zone figure.
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Numerical simulation of Jinpingzi
landslide area II

Engineering conditions

The Jinpingzi landslide is located at the Wudongde

cascade on the right bank of the Jinsha River,

approximately 90 m downstream of the Wudongde dam

site. Its volume, estimated by remote sensing, is

approximately 620 million m3. Its stability status,

deformation trends, possible causes of instability, and

scale are related to the establishment of the Wudongde

hydropower cascade development and the selection of a

dam site. Consequently, it received attention from various

researchers (Li, 2008). The Jinpingzi landslide can be roughly

divided into five areas. Because Jinpingzi landslide area II has

a massive volume (approximately 27 million m3) and its

deformation is still under development, opinions on the

effects on the Wudongde project vary. Thus, it is

necessary to accurately predict possible causes of

instability in the area and the scale of a putative landslide.

In this manner, we can accurately evaluate the project’s effect

and consider effective measures to ensure construction

safety.

FIGURE 4
Displacement–safety factor graph. (A) X displacement–safety factor. (B) Z displacement–safety factor. (C) The total displacement–safety
factor.
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Internal damage analysis of Jinpingzi
landslide area II

The geological map of the study area is shown in Figure 7.

AutoCAD 3D modeling, ANSYS meshing, and FLAC3D strata

division were used to establish the model of the Jinpingzi

landslide area II. The final model is shown in Figure 8. The

physical and mechanical parameters of rock strata are listed in

Table 2.

To investigate the changes in the displacement and

internal stress of the model, eight displacement monitoring

points were selected based on the actual displacement

monitoring point, as shown in Figure 9A. Five points

(A–E) on the section with the passing point (0, 950, 0) and

the normal direction (0, 1, 0) were selected, and the shear force

of the Jinpingzi landslide in the process of strength reduction

was calculated. The shear strain increment and plastic zone

changes were then recorded.

FIGURE 5
Shear strain increment variation and plastic zone development process.

FIGURE 6
Stress–safety factor graph. (A) The minimum principal stress–safety factor. (B) The maximum principal stress–safety factor.

TABLE 1 Stability of the relational model based on the displacement characteristics of the slope surface.

Slope stability phase Surface
displacement characteristics

Safety factor SF Characteristics of the
internal plastic zone

Stabilization phase Virtually no displacement SF ≥ a A penetrating plastic zone is not formed

Destruction phase Displacement increases slowly and deforms at a uniform rate a< SF< b Forms a penetrating plastic zone

Instability phase Displacement increases sharply, accelerating the deformation SF ≤ b Plastic zone expands rapidly
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FIGURE 7
Geologicalmap of the study area. (A) Engineering geological plan of Jinpingzi landslide area II. (B) Engineering geological longitudinal section of
Jinpingzi landslide area II.
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The relationship between the reduction coefficient and

development of the displacement and the plastic zone are

obtained via the reduction analysis of the model. The line

chart of the displacement value and the SF under each

reduction parameter is drawn. The X-axis is the SF, while

the Y-axis is the displacement, as shown in Figure 10. There

are two points marking a changing trend in almost all

displacement and safety coefficient curves. The first point

occurs at about SF = 1 and the second at SF = 0.83.

Consequently, the displacement has three stages: 1) when

the SF > 1, all displacement remains constant with the

reduction of the safety factor, and the slope is zero; 2)

when the safety factor 0.83 < SF < 1, the displacement

increases slowly, and the gradient is no longer zero; 3)

when the SF < 0.83, the displacement increases sharply,

which demonstrates that the landslide experiences

large-scale movements and that measures to evacuate

people must be considered.

The section passing through (0, 950, 0) and the normal

direction (0, 1, 0) were selected. The shear strain increment of

variation and the variation of the plastic zone are shown in

Figure 11.

When the reduction coefficient Ks is 1.65, the green band

in the shear strain increment diagram is connected,

indicating that the Jinpingzi landslide area II already

fulfills the conditions for sliding, i.e., the plastic zone

passes through from the top of the landslide to the

bottom. As shown in Figure 12, c and φ continue to

decrease with the increasing reduction coefficient, and the

first plastic failure occurs at the trailing edge and toe of the

landslide, after which it gradually extends to the upper part,

when the plastic zone penetrates through. Subsequently, the

plastic zone widens and increases along with the interior of

the sliding body; however, the plastic zone increases and

finally the Jinpingzi II zone slides down. The map depicting

the changes in the plastic zone demonstrates that the rock

layer with the sliding zone is composed of the phyllite

overburden.

Figure 10C shows the Z-direction displacement-SF and (d)

resultant displacement diagram-SF graphs: in addition to the

point TP12 at the top of the landslide, the order of the

remaining seven monitoring displacement sizes (absolute

values) ordered from large to small is TP11 > TP10 >

TABLE 2 Jinpingzi area II rock mechanical parameters.

Rock strata ρ/kg·m−3 c/kPa φ/(°) Bulk modulus
(MPa)

Shear modulus
(MPa)

Tensile strength
(kPa)

Dolomite 21.5 50 37 33 11 200

Phyllite 22 70 28 25 50 500

Ancient gully 23 20 28 67 22 150

Pt21 27.2 2,850 35 800 480 100

Pt2hs 27 3,800 36 1,200 720 800

TABLE 3 Main monitoring methods and alert parameters of creeping landslide.

Monitoring content Monitoring indicators Alert parameters

Driving forces Rainfall, groundwater level, etc. Critical rainfall, water level, etc.

Surface deformation Displacement rate, cumulative displacement, acceleration, etc. Acceleration, etc.

FIGURE 8
Model of Jinpingzi landslide area II diagram.
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TP9 > TP7 > TP6 > TP13 > TP8; another position of TP11,

TP10, TP9, TP7, TP6, and TP8 ranges the lower to the upper

of the slope. Thus, the displacement from the lower to the

upper part of Jinpingzi landslide area II decreases, i.e., the

displacement at the lower parts is the largest, which conforms

to the characteristics of a pull-type landslide.

The line chart of the stress and SF under each reduction

parameter is drawn. The X-axis is the SF, while the Y-axis is

the stress value, as shown in Figure 12. After the SF < 1, no

stress variation trend is evident with the decreasing SF. This

shows that the sensitivity of the displacement is larger than the

stress sensitivity, such that it is more reliable to perform

displacement monitoring than stress monitoring.

Comparative analysis of simulation results
from a simple landslide and Jinpingzi
landslide area II

From a comparative analysis of a simple landslide and the

Jinpingzi landslide area II, we conclude the following:

(1) c and ϕ decrease with increasing reduction factor. The rear

and toe of the landslide are damaged first, after which the

plastic zone gradually develops to the upper landslide.

When the SF is close to 1, the plastic zone is

interconnected. Subsequently, the sliding face begins to

widen along with the internal landslide, and the plastic

area of the sliding body likewise gradually increases until

the landslide takes place.

(2) For creep landslides, the stress does not show certain laws

with the reduction of the SF, such as displacement of the

landslide surface. Therefore, when the SF of a creeping

landslide is < 1, the sensitivity of the displacement is larger

than the stress sensitivity, indicating that displacement

monitoring is more reliable than stress monitoring.

(3) There are two points that mark a changing trend in the

displacement and safety coefficient curve as the SF

changes. The first occurs at about SF = 1, and the

second changes with the landslide change; however, its

possible range is 0.8 to 0.95. Consequently, the

displacement has three stages: a) when the SF > 1, the

landslide is in the security state; b) when the safety factor

0.8–0.95 < SF < 1, although landslides begin to slip, there

is no danger, and yellow warning signs can be initiated to

adopt prevention measures or to reinforce the area; c)

when the SF < 0.8–0.95, the landslide has undergone

considerable sliding, and the red warning for

emergency measures can be initiated.

Field monitoring of displacement in
Jinpingzi landslide area II

For the creeping landslide, 17 monitoring points were

installed at Jinpingzi landslide area II. As per the

simulation results of a simple landslide and Jinpingzi

landslide area II, as well as the measured displacement

data, we selected three monitoring stations from the toe to

the top of the landslide to analyze the changing trends of

Jinpingzi landslide area II. These three monitoring points

were TP11 (toe), TP6 (slope), and TP12 (top). The

displacement data of individual monitoring stations were

recorded from 3rd January 2006 to 31st July 2010. The

resulting curves show the actual displacements of the three

points, where the X-axis represents time, and the vertical axis

represents displacement, as shown in Figure 13.

FIGURE 9
Monitoring points of Jinpingzi landslide area II. (A)
Displacement monitoring point. (B) Stress monitoring point.
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The actual monitored displacement of the three points

gradually increased, and there was no period of the

displacement being zero. This shows that the SF of Jinpingzi

landslide area II is <1. From 2006 to 2010, the displacement in the

three directions x, y, and h showed no evident change in trends,

which indicates that it is stable. Therefore, we can predict that it is

currently in the stage of yellow warning, and it will remain there

for a long period of time.

The deformation in this area is synchronous, therefore the

displacement curve of any monitoring point agrees with that of

other monitoring points. Considering the monitoring data from

point TP10 as an example for detailed analysis, in Figures 14–16,

we conclude that: a) during the monitoring period, the combined

displacement of monitoring point TP10 demonstrates a linear

growth trend, the displacement value increases slowly, and there

is no abrupt change point; b) up to 171 days (4th November

2005), the displacement rate changes in a disorderly manner,

generally exhibiting an increasing trend. After this time, the

change is more regular, and the displacement rate gradually

decreases and tends to stabilize, indicating that the area is in the

stage of constant velocity deformation; c) up to 83 days (8th

August 2005), the displacement acceleration changes

significantly and exhibits an overall decreasing trend. After

this time point, the change is regular, and the displacement

acceleration gradually decreases and stabilizes, which is reflected

in the area being in the stage of a uniform creep.

Based on the stability of the relational model, which in turn

was based on the displacement characteristics of the slope surface

proposed in this paper, it is suggested to continue strengthening

the monitoring of landslide surface displacement. As the

FIGURE 10
Displacement–safety factor graph of Jinpingzi landslide area
II. (A) Individual monitoring-station X-direction variation. (B)
Individual monitoring-station Y-direction variation. (C) Individual
monitoring-station Z-direction variation. (D) Individual
monitoring-station displacement variation. (continued)

FIGURE 10
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displacement of a landslide is related to rainfall (Wang et al.,

2014), rainfall monitoring should be focused upon while

monitoring landslide displacement. Landslide monitoring is

only a means; the real purpose is to achieve accurate early

warning of landslide disasters. Thus, attention should be paid

not only to landslide monitoring but also to the early warning of a

disaster; regional meteorological early warning systems should be

simultaneously strengthened. The early warning of landslide

disaster is mainly based on the statistical analysis of historical

data, groundwater level, rainfall, and other key indicators, so this

method could help to improve the accuracy and practicality of

landslide early warning, as described in Table 3.

FIGURE 11
Shear strain increment variation and changes in the plastic zone.

FIGURE 12
Stress–safety factor graph. (A) The minimum principal stress–safety factor. (B) The maximum principal stress–safety factor.
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FIGURE 13
Monitored displacement–time graph. (A) TP11, the actual monitored displacement–time. (B) TP6, the actualmonitored displacement–time. (C)
TP12, the actual monitored displacement–time.

FIGURE 14
Plane resultant displacement–time curve of monitoring point
TP10.

FIGURE 15
Displacement rate time curve of monitoring point TP10.
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Conclusion

In this study, a homogeneous landslide was analyzed by

FLAC3D, and a stability judgment model of the landslide based

on displacement characteristics was established. In addition to

the FLAC3D numerical simulation and using the landslide

stability judgment model established in this study, a stability

analysis of Jinpingzi landslide area II was performed. It was

concluded that this research area is in the stability stage, which is

consistent with the conclusion obtained from the actual

monitoring data. The primary conclusions are as follows:

(1) With the development of a landslide, the rear and toe of the

landslide are damaged first and then the plastic zone

gradually develops to the upper landslide. When the SF is

close to a, the plastic zone passes through from the top of the

landslide to the bottom. Subsequently, the sliding face begins

to widen along with the internal landslide, and the plastic

area of the sliding body gradually increases until the

landslide occurs.

(2) For a creeping landslide, when the SF of the creeping

landslide is less than 1, the sensitivity of the displacement

is larger than the stress sensitivity. Hence, it is more reliable

to monitor the displacement than the stress.

(3) There are two points marking a change in the trend of the

displacement and safety coefficient curve with respect to the

SF. The first occurs at about SF = 1, whereas the second is in

the range of 0.8–0.95. Consequently, the displacement

comprises three stages: (1) when the SF> 1, the landslide

is in the secure state; (2) when the safety factor

0.8 − 0.95< SF< 1, although landslides begin to slip, there

is no danger, and the yellow warning is triggered to adopt

prevention or reinforcement measures; (3) when the

SF< 0.8 − 0.95, the landslide has undergone considerable

sliding, and the red warning can be initiated to begin

emergency measures.

(4) The Jinpingzi landslide area II is stable. Therefore, we can

predict that it is currently in the yellow warning stage and

will remain there for a rather long period.
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FIGURE 16
Displacement acceleration time relation curve of monitoring
point TP10.
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